
AliExpress Shopping App

**About AliExpress Shopping**

AliExpress Shopping allows users to access millions of products from the categories fashion,

household, electronics or toys. Numerous offers and coupons also ensure a permanently low price

of the articles.

AliExpress Shopping has everything you're looking for. In the app, you find not only numerous

articles in the categories fashion or electronics, but also toys, household items or sporting goods.

Enjoy cheap prices and many special offers and coupons, with which you can save even more

money. Since you benefit from free shipping and 100% buyer protection, you can always shop

safely and conveniently.

**AliExpress Shopping - Features:** 

- Millions of products available: The popular AliExpress app provides millions of products from

numerous popular brands. No matter what you are looking for: At AliExpress you will find the right

product. In the app, you can buy e.g. articles from the categories household, fashion, sports or

health.

- Offers and coupons: AliExpress convinces above all by the permanently cheap prices of the

articles. In order to save even more money while shopping, the app regularly provides so-called

flash and super offers as well as numerous coupons. By using this coupons or offers, you can

enjoy all products at the best price.

- Personalized feed: In the AliExpress app you can not only search for specific products and

brands, but also get inspired by your personalized feed. The app compiles your recommendations

on the basis of your recent orders and searches. In addition, the app presents the latest fashion

and technology trends to you.

- Safe, convenient and easy: Since the app offers you a 100% buyer protection and a secure online

payment, you can shop relaxed and secure. You can also view your orders in your account to see

the current order and shipping status.

Conclusion: With the AliExpress Shopping App you can buy all sorts of products in just one app. In

the app you find a wide range of fashion, sports or electronics items, which you can buy at a

permanently low price. Since you have numerous offers and coupons available, you can also save

even more money when buying.


